Upset of spindle polarity in precocious types
In a number of PMCs meiosis was normal (Figs. 1-2). But meiosis in many cells was of the precocious type, showing the first anaphase segregation of 10-10, 9-11, 8-12 and so forth when the spindle bipolarity was maintained normally or nearly so . Segregation in this manner is one of the characteristics of the precocious type of meiosis . For, all four chromatids of a precocious bivalent separate from one another and migrate to the oppo site poles at first anaphase with 2-2 or 3-1 segregation (Matsuura 1937 chromosomes, A to E, was found at each pole of the cells. Photos of typical metaphase and anaphase configurations of the precocious type of division were omitted to save printing space, for details of which see the previous papers (Plate I, 7-11 in Matsuura 1937, and Figs. 20-24 in Matsuura 1938) . Precocious types were classified into two categories with regard to the structure of chromonema spirals. One is the type with double spiraled or spiral-in-spiral structure (Fig. 5) and the other the type with single spiraled structure (Fig. 4) . That the former does not represent anaphase of the 'supra-mitotic' type division is evident in the fact that both poles include at least one complete set of five chromosomes, A to E (Table 1) . It is also evident that the latter is not anaphase of the mitotic type division, though the chromosome structure is mitotic, because two chromosome groupings migrating to the opposite poles are not equal in their constitutions (Table 1) . In a considerable number of precocious type divisions one of the two poles appeared to have lost its activity at early anaphase. In such a case migration and assembling of chromosomes are normal at one pole, but at the other pole chromosomes are found lying scattered (Figs. 4-5a) . Further, monopolar movement of all twenty chromosomes was met with in some cells (Fig. 5b) . This finding suggests probably one pole had lost its function be fore anaphase commenced. These two observations support the view that inactivation of polar activity at one pole may happen at various stages of division. If polar function is lost at both poles prior to the meta-anaphase, all the twenty anaphase chromosomes will be scattered irregularly throughout the cell. This is observed to be the case in many cells (Fig. 6) . Further more, some cells showed a remnant of polar attraction, which appeared to be mono-or bipolar (Fig. 7a-c) . In this connection, it is worth mentioning the conspicuous asynchronization, within a cell, in transformation of the individual chromosomes and groupings of chromosomes into the telophase condition (Figs. 7 and 9-10). In such a case chromosomes which still main tain their individualities do not reveal splitting. Thus, there remains no possibility for the interpretation that they are chromosomes appearing from the prophase nucleus of the next mitotic cycle. Later, all the chromosomal elements are converted into the resting stage structure, cell walls being formed irregularly between the micronuclei (Fig. 8) .
2. Delay of kinetochore separation in single spiraled bivalents Bivalents lacking major spirals and hence consisting of only minor or mitotic spirals were already described in Trillium kamtschaticum (Matsuura 1949) and in Paris quadrifolia (Geitler 1938) . According to the latter author cells containing such bivalents are found very rarely and solitarily in the anther locules with rather normal contents and anaphase is not normal, showing tangling of the chromosome ends.
In the present study several cells were found to have single spiraled bivalents of the non-precocious type. But, they were different from the previous ones in showing premature separation of chromatids, not accompanied by the simultaneous separation of the synapsed kinetochores (Figs. 3 and  13) . In other words, in this case chromosome arms are already in first anaphase condition, whereas the kinetochores remain still synapsed prophase condition (cf. Figs. 1-2) . In normal meiosis of this plant kinetochores remain synapsed until first anaphase commences, so it may be said that, in this abnormality, behavior of chromosome arms proceeds a step further as com pared to the case of normal meiosis. Relational coiling of the two chromatids of an arm seems to indicate 
